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and that it will enable Europeans to recognize the inherent justice
of our submission. To my countrymen I have, at various meetings
that I have addressed during the past fortnight, attended in several
cases by thousands, said, " Nurse the Settlement; see to it that the
promises made are being carried out. Attend to development and
progress from within.   Zealously remove all causes which we may
have given for the rise and growth of anti-Indian prejudice   or
agitation, and patiently cultivate and inform European opinion
so as to enable the Government of the day and Legislature to restore
to us our rights* " It is by mutual co-operation and goodwill that
the solution of the balance of the pressing disabilities which were
not made points for passive resistance may be obtained in   the
natural course, and without trouble or agitation in an acute form.
The presence of a large indentured and ex-indentured Indian
population in Natal is a grave problem. Compulsory repatriation
is a physical and political impossibility, voluntary repatriation bj
way of granting free passages and similar inducements will not—
as my experience teaches me—be availed of to any appreciable
extent. The only real and effective remedy for this great State tc
adopt is to face responsibility fairly and squarely, to do away witl
the remnant of the system of indenture, and to level up this pan
of the population and make use of it for the general welfare of th<
Union. Men and women who can effectively strike in large bodies
who can for a common purpose  suffer  untold  hardships,   wh<
can, undisciplined though they are, be martyrs for days withou
police supervision and yet avoid doing any damage to property o;
person, and who can in times of need serve their King faithfully
and capably, as the ambulance corps raised at the time of the lat
war (and which had among other classes of Indians nearly 1,501
indentured Indians) bore witness, are surely people who will, i
given ordinary opportunities in life, form an honourable part c
any   nation*
If any class of persons have special claim to be considered, i
is these indentured Indians and their children, to whom Sout
Africa has become either a land of adoption or of birth. They di
not enter the Union as ordinary free immigrants, but they cam
upon invitation and, indeed, even after much coaxing by agent
of South African employers of this class of labour. In this letter
have endeavoured as accurately and as fairly as is in my power t
set forth the Indian situation, and the extraordinary courtesy
kindness and sympathy that have been shown to me during tt
past month by so many European friends. The frankness and geneit
sity with wMcJi general Smuts? in interviews that he was please

